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Bridge Scoring 
Here is a sample bridge score sheet. 

WE THEY 
  
  

  

  
  

  

If you are keeping score, points received by your side are entered in the "We" column and the 
opponents' points are placed in the "They" column. The innocent-looking horizontal line in the 
middle of the score sheet is of extreme importance because only scores below the line count towards 
games, those valuable things that are necessary to win the rubber. When the declarer fulfills the 
contract, the points for tricks bid and made are registered below the line. All other scores, such as 
bonuses, penalties for failing to make a contract, and extra tricks above the minimum needed to 
make a contract (overtricks), are placed above the line. 

If declarer is successful and makes the contract (takes at least the number of tricks contracted for), 
the score is determined by the table shown below. Points are never counted for the first six nicks 
(book), so all scoring is given in terms of odd tricks, tricks in excess of the first six. 

Contract Trick Score for odd tricks
Notrump 40 points for the first trick and 30 points for all subsequent tricks
Hearts or spades 30 points per trick
Clubs or diamonds 20 points per trick
As you can see, tricks are worth the most in notrump and the least in the minor suits. The reason 
that only tricks bid for and made are scored below the line is to reward accuracy and penalize errors 
during the bidding. Remember that in order to score a game you must get 100 points below the line. 
Let's see how that fiendish horizontal line works in practice by looking at a few examples: 

1. You bid two clubs and take eight tricks. You have made your contract, so you score 40 points 
below the line (20 for each odd trick). You have not made a game, which would require 100 points 
below the line, but you do have a start towards one; as you did exactly what you promised (took 
eight tricks with clubs as trumps), all of your points count towards game. Since you have scored part 
of a game, this result is called a part-score or partial. 

WE THEY 
  
  

  

40 
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2. You bid one heart and take nine tricks, so you have made your contract with two extra tricks to 
boot. Only tricks contracted for during the bidding are scored below the line; you bid only one heart 
and therefore score just 30 points below the line. The 60 points for the two overtricks are placed 
above the line and do not count towards game(100 points below the line). This is not a major 
disaster, however, for even if you had bid three hearts and taken the same nine tricks you would 
have scored only 90 points below the line--a greater total, to be sure, but still not a game. And the 60 
points above the line count towards your final score. 

WE THEY 
  
60 

  

30 
  

  

3. You bid two notrump and take eleven tricks. You score 70 points below the line (40 for the first 
odd trick at notrump, and 30 for each additional trick) and 90 points above the line for the three 
overtricks. This is perhaps a most unfortunate result! Had you been less conservative during the 
bidding and gone on to three notrump, then made the same eleven tricks, you would have made a 
game, scoring 100 points below the line (and 60 points above the line). As it is, you have settled for a 
part-score--useful, but not nearly so good as a game. 

WE THEY 
  
90 

  

70 
  

  

4. You bid four hearts and take ten tricks. You score 120 points below the line--game! The 
horizontal line drawn underneath your score signifies a completed game. A line was not drawn 
under the part-score results in the preceding examples because game had not been finished, and it is 
possible to score a game by combining the results of two or more part-scores into a total of 100 or 
more points. However, you must "complete" a part-score before the opponents score a game. When 
a game is scored, a new horizontal line is drawn and both sides start over in quest of game. Thus, if 
one side scores a game, the value of the other's part-score towards a game is cancelled (though the 
points remain on the score sheet). We'll see an example of "killing a part-score" in the sample rubber 
later on. 

WE THEY 
  
  

  

120   
  
  

  

A side that has already scored one game is said to be vulnerable (otherwise it is not vulnerable, or 
nonvulnerable). Bidding and making four hearts, as in this example, makes your side vulnerable. 

Continued on page 3 
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5. You bid four spades and take nine tricks. Oops! You have failed to fulfill your contract, so you 
must be penalized. You receive no score at all (even though you have taken three tricks in excess of 
book), and the opponents are awarded a penalty (placed above the line in the "They" column). 
Penalties are scored as follows: 

PENALTIES  
If you are not vulnerable (have not won a game), the opponents collect 50 points for each trick you 
are short of your contract (undertrick). [Thus, the scale for one undertrick, two undertricks, etc. is 
50, 100, 150, 200, . . . ]  
If you are vulnerable, the opponents score 100 points for each trick you are short of your contract. 
[100, 200, 300, 400, . . . ]  
If you are not vulnerable and the contract has been doubled, the opponents receive 100 points for 
the first trick you are short of your contract, 200 points for each of the next two additional 
undertricks, and 300 points for each additional undertrick thereafter. [100, 300, 500, 800, 1100, . . . ]  
If you are vulnerable and the contract has been doubled, the opponents receive 200 points for the 
first trick you are short of your contract and 300 points for each additional undertrick. [200, 500, 
800, 1100, . . . ]  
If the final contract has been doubled and redoubled, the penalties are twice as great as those when 
the contract is (only) doubled. 
Take a moment to inspect the scale of penalties, for those who bid too much can be severely 
punished. Fortunately, excess conservatism is also punished in an equally important (although less 
obvious) way, for those who do not bid enough miss games and lose chances to win rubbers. The 
need for bidding accuracy is one of the many features that add to the fascination of bridge. 

To complete example 5, let's suppose that your side is not vulnerable. The result would look like 
this: 

WE THEY 
  
  

50 

  
  

  

6. On the first deal of a rubber, your side bids five clubs and makes twelve tricks, so you score 100 
points below the line and 20 points above the line and have one game in the bag. (A new horizontal 
line is drawn.) On the next deal, you try to capture the rubber by bidding four spades (a bid of three 
spades would enable you to score only 90 points below the line no matter how many tricks you took 
and would make it impossible to score a game on that deal), but you have overestimated your 
prospects and take only seven tricks. The opponents score 300 points (above the line)--1OO points 
for each vulnerable undertrick. On the third deal, things get even worse. You bid three notrump, the 
opponents double, and you take only six tricks. Disaster! You are three tricks short of your contract, 
are vulnerable (have one game) and have been doubled. The opponents collect 800 points (200 for 
the first undertrick and 300 for each of the next two undertricks). At this point, the unhappy state of 
affairs looks like this: 
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WE THEY 
  
  
  20 

  
800 
300 

100   
    
MAKING A DOUBLED CONTRACT  
If you are fortunate enough to make a doubled contract, your trick score is doubled, and you get a 
special bonus of 50 points (above the line). Overtricks, however, are scored in a different way. If you 
are not vulnerable, doubled overtricks count 100 points each (regardless of the strain of the 
contract); if you are vulnerable, doubled overtricks are worth 200 points. Like any score involving 
extra tricks, such bonanzas are placed above the line. If you make a redoubled contract, the trick 
score is redoubled. (Thus, one spade redoubled is a game contract!) The score for an overtrick is 
twice what it would be if the contract were (only) doubled. The special 50-point bonus for making a 
doubled contract is also doubled, to 100. 
7. You bid two hearts, the opponents double, and you take nine tricks. A great many good things are 
about to happen. First of all, your score below the line is doubled; instead of receiving the usual 60 
points for making two hearts, you score 120. This is very significant, for you now have more than 
the required 100 points below the line and have therefore made a game. In addition, you get a bonus 
for making an extra trick. Let us suppose that you are not vulnerable, so you receive 100 points for 
the overtrick (instead of the usual 30). Finally, you get the special bonus of 50 points for making a 
doubled contract. The happy result looks like this: 

WE THEY 
  
  50 
100 

  

120   
    
Here are some examples of scoring redoubled contracts. If you play a contract of four hearts 
redoubled (vulnerable) and make eleven tricks, you reap a profit of 480 points below the line (120 
points for making four hearts, redoubled) and 500 points above the line (400 for the overtrick, 
which is twice as much as the 200-point bonus for making a doubled vulnerable overtrick, and 100 
for making a redoubled contract). If you play two diamonds redoubled, not vulnerable, and take six 
tricks, you must pay out 600 points (twice the 300-point penalty for falling two tricks short of your 
contract when doubled and not vulnerable). 

RUBBER BONUS  
The side that wins the rubber (first to score two games) receives an award justly befitting this 
achievement. If you win the rubber and the opponents do not have a game, you get 700 points; if 
you win the rubber and the opponents have one game, you receive 500 points. The rubber bonus is 
not affected by the presence or absence of part-scores.

(continued on page 5) 
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HONORS  
There is a special award for certain honor holdings in one hand. If one player hold four honors in 
trumps (A K Q J, A K Q 10, A K J 10, A Q J 10, or K Q J 10), that side scores 100 points (whether 
that side is declaring or defending). However, don't help the opponents out by excitedly announcing 
your windfall during the play; wait until the play is over and they cannot make use of the 
information. If one player is lucky enough to hold all five trump honors (A K Q J 10), that side 
receives 150 points. If one player holds all four aces and the contract is notrump, that side receive 
150 points. You may not score these bonuses, however, unless all the honors are held in one hand, 
and there is no bonus for honors in a side suit (suit other than trumps). Bonuses for honors are 
always scored above the line. 
 
SLAMS  
If you bid and make a small slam (twelve tricks), you earn a bonus of 500 points if you are not 
vulnerable and 750 points if you are vulnerable. Since you can simply stop in game and win the 
rubber if you are vulnerable, you have more to lose if you bid a slam and are set, so the rewards are 
greater to compensate for the increased risk. If you bid and make a grand slam (all thirteen tricks), 
your sensational performance earns you a bonus of 1000 points if you are not vulnerable or 1500 
points when vulnerable.  
Bonuses for honors and slams are not affected by doubles and redoubles. If you bid and make seven 
spades redoubled, vulnerable, with A K Q J 10 in one hand, your score is as follows: 840 points 
below the line (210 for seven spades, redoubled), 150 honors above the line, 1500 slam bonus above 
the line, 100 for making a redoubled contract above the line, 700 rubber bonus above the line (since 
you are vulnerable and have made a second game, you have won the rubber; this bonus would be 
only 500 if the opponents were vulnerable). 
 
INCOMPLETE RUBBERS  
Bridge enthusiasts are always reluctant to stop playing. There is a well-known story about an addict 
who returned to a bridge game after receiving an urgent telephone call and announced, "My house is 
burning down! Three more rubbers and I quit." In some extreme situations, it may be necessary for 
the game to end while a rubber is still in progress. When that happens, if only one side has made a 
game it is given a 300-point bonus; if only one side has a part-score in an unfinished game, it is given 
a 100-point bonus. A Sample Rubber 

The Smiths and Joneses have gathered at the latter's home for a pleasant evening of bridge. Before 
the contest can begin, however, Charlie, a mutual friend, drops in unexpectedly and asks to be 
included in the festivities. This is fortunate because it provides an opportunity to illustrate the 
correct procedure with five players. A deck is spread out face down on the table and all five players 
draw cards. The results are: 

Player Card 
Mr. Smith ♦ 9 
Mrs. Smith ♣ Q 
Mr. Jones ♠ 6 
Mrs. Jones ♥ 9 
Charlie ♥ 3 
 

a 100 point bonus…  
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Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Jones, who have drawn the two highest cards, are partners (hearts outrank 
diamonds, so Mrs. Jones' card is higher than Mr. Smith's), and Mr. Smith and Mr. Jones, who have 
drawn the next two highest cards, are partners. Only four people can play at a time, so Charlie, who 
drew the lowest card, must sit out the first rubber. When the rubber has ended, Charlie will replace 
Mr. Jones (who drew the second-lowest card), and the two players to Charlie's right will switch seats. 
This last step may seem mysterious, but is an easy way of ensuring that everyone plays (once) with 
everyone else as a partner. For the third rubber, Mr. Jones will return and replace Mr. Smith (who 
drew the third-lowest card) and the two players to the right of Mr. Jones will change seats. This 
process continues until the fifth rubber is completed (with Mrs. Smith sitting out) or until one of the 
players withdraws (whereupon new cards are drawn and the process begins all over again). 

DEAL 1 
In our sample rubber, the players are engaged in a bridge battle of the sexes. On the first deal the 
women bid four diamonds, are doubled, and take only seven tricks (in bridge parlance, "go down 
three"). The men collect 500 points (100 points for the first undertrick plus 200 points for each of 
the next two undertricks for a doubled, nonvulnerable contract), and Mr. Smith, who is keeping 
score, enters this result with a satisfied air as follows: 

WE THEY 
  
500 

  

  
  

  

DEAL 2 
The women seek revenge, and double Mr. Jones in a contract of two clubs. They have miscalculated, 
however, and he makes his contract with an overtrick (taking nine tricks in all). He has earned for 
his partnership 80 points below the line (double the usual 20 points per trick with clubs trumps). 
Above the line, the men score 100 points for a nonvulnerable doubled overtrick and 50 points for 
making a doubled contract. 

WE THEY 
  50 
100 
500 

  

  80 
  

  

DEAL 3 
Mrs. Smith plays a four-spade contract and makes eleven tricks. Her side scores 120 points below 
the line and 30 points above for the overtrick. Since the women have landed a game, the men's part-
score is obliterated for game-making purposes (the points remain on the score sheet). They will need 
a full 100 points to register the next game. The score: 

WE THEY 
  50 
100 
500 

  30 
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  80 120 
    
DEAL 4 
The men bid three notrump but take only seven tricks, two short of their contract. The women 
score 100 points above the line (50 points per undertrick for a nonvulnerable contract). 

WE THEY 
  50 
100 
500 

100 
  30 

  80 120 
    
DEAL 5 
Mr. Jones plays a three-heart contract and takes exactly nine tricks. He has just made his contract 
and scores 90 points below the line. 

WE THEY 
  50 
100 
500 

100 
  30 

  80 120 
  90 
  

  

DEAL 6 
Mr. Smith plays a one-notrump contract and makes eight tricks. He scores 40 points below the line 
and 30 points above the line. Since the men's total below the line (uninterrupted by an enemy game) 
is above the minimum of 100 points, they have scored game by combining two part-scores. Both 
sides are now vulnerable, and the next side to score a game will win the rubber bonus. 

WE THEY 
  30 
  50 
100 
500 

100 
  30 

  80 120 
  90 
  40 

  

    
DEAL 7 
The men arrive at two diamonds, but Mr. Smith can take only five tricks. The women score 300 
points above the line (100 per vulnerable undertrick). 

WE THEY 
  30 
  50 

300 
100 

BRUCE BROWN VALENTINE SECTIONAL
FEBRUARY 7 ‐ 10, 2018 
NORTH SHORE EVENT CENTRE 7065 N. Port Wash. Rd, Glendale  
From I‐43: Exit #80 Good Hope Road E to Port Washington Rd, Turn South – Event Centre is on the right 
Wed ‐ 2/7: 9:30 a.m. Pair/Team Game & 299er Pairs  
 1:30 p.m. Pair/Team Game &299er Pair Game 
 Thurs ‐ 2/8: 9:30 a.m. 299er Pairs ‐ 1:30 p.m. 299er Pair Game 
 Fri ‐ 2/9: 9:30 a.m. 299er Pair Game ‐  1:30 p.m. 299er Pair Game 
 Sat‐ 2/10: 9:30 a.m. & 1:30 p.m. ‐ 299er Pairs (Single Sessions) 
TOURNAMENT CHAIR: John Pereles (414‐559‐3463) jrpereles@gmail.com 
PARTNERSHIP CHAIR: Yvette Neary (414‐526‐9035) yneary@gmail.com 
IN CO‐CHAIRS: Judy Burzynski (262‐391‐0970)  Bob Steuer (414‐378‐2817) 

Unit 123 WINTERFEST SECTIONAL January 25‐27, 2018
CHEVY CHASE COUNTRY CLUB, 1000 N MILWAUKEE AVE., WHEELING 
Events for I/N Players (0‐500 Masterpoints Non‐Life Master) 
Stratification: 0‐100, 100‐300, 300‐500 
THURSDAY, January 25 9:30, 2:00, 7:30 Stratified Open Pair/Team Game 
FRIDAY, January 26 9:30, 2:00, 7:30 Stratified Pairs 
SATURDAY, January 27 9:30, 2:00, 8:00 Stratified Pairs 
SUNDAY, January 28 10:00 Stratified Swiss Teams 
Tournament Chair: Tom Dressing, 847‐215‐0310 tom@dressing.org 
Unit Dinner & Annual Meeting on Saturday… Unit subsidized dinner… Your cost: $15 …  
Contact Judy Riehs for reservations: Judymriehs@yahoo.com 

To read the recent Michael Seamon Junior United States Bridge 
Championship bulletins, go to: 

 
http://www.usbf.org/2017-michael-seamon-junior-usbcs/daily-bulletin 

 
Several of our District 13 young stars were participants. See how they fared. 
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  80 120 
  90 
  40 

  

    
DEAL 8 
Mr. Jones plays in six clubs and takes all thirteen tricks. The men score 120 points below the line 
and have therefore netted the crucial second game. They score 20 points above the line for the 
overtrick, 750 points for bidding and making a vulnerable small slam (not a grand slam bonus, 
because although they took all 13 tricks they did not bid seven), and 500 points for winning the 
rubber when the opponents have made a game. In addition, Mr. Jones proudly announces at the end 
of the deal that he held in his own hand the ace, king, queen, and ten of trumps (clubs) and is 
therefore entitled to the 100-point bonus for honors. The final score: 

WE THEY 
100 
500 
750 
  20 
  30 
  50 
100 
500 

300 
100 
  30 

  80 120 
  90 
  40 

  

120   
    
2380 550 
The rubber is over, and the total score for each side is tabulated. The men have registered a total of 
2,380 points, while the women have scored 550, so the men win a net of 2,380 minus 550 or 1,830 
points. These results are now entered on the back score, a place for keeping a record of each 
individuars performance. It is customary to round off scores to the nearest hundred for convenience 
before entering them on the back score; since 1,830 is closer to 1,800 than 1,900, the men have 
"won an 18 rubber." 

 1 2 3 4
Mr. Smith +18 
Mrs. Smith -18 
Mr. Jones +18 
Mrs. Jones -18 
Charlie 0 
It is quite possible for the side that scores two games and collects the rubber bonus to lose; one way 
this could happen would be if it paid out a substantial amount in penalties. 

GREEN BAY SECTIONAL
May 4-6, 2018 
Radisson Hotel & Conference Center 
2040 Airport Drive 
Green Bay, WI 54313 
FRIDAY May 4th 
1:30 PM 
Stratified 299er Pairs Game 
7:00 PM 
Stratified 299er Pairs Game 
SATURDAY May 5th 
9:00 AM 
Stratified 299er Pairs Game 
1:30 PM 
Stratified 299er Pairs Game 
7:00 PM 
Stratified 299er Pairs Game 
SUNDAY May 6th 
9:00 AM & TBA 
Stratified 299er Swiss Teams 
(2 Single Session Events) 

Partners guaranteed 30 min before game.
Call Jan Welk (920) 662‐2357 or  
Email jwelk@new.rr.com 
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The traditional form of bridge described above, usually called rubber bridge because the unit of play 
is one rubber, has largely been supplanted by a modified form. This newer version is often called 
four-deal bridge because each unit of play, called a chukker (from a word meaning "wheel," also 
used as the name of a period of play in polo), consists of exactly four deals, one dealt by each player. 
The four-deal variant offers several significant advantages, including predictability of the time 
required for one unit of play (rarely more than half an hour) and the regular changing of partners. 

Almost the only difference between the forms is that in four-deal bridge there is no rubber bonus 
and the vulnerability (for scoring purposes) depends not on which side has made a game but only on 
the deal number. On the first deal, neither side is vulnerable; on the fourth (i.e., the last) deal, both 
sides are vulnerable. There is no universal treatment for the second and third deals. In the original 
form, often called Chicago (can you guess where it was invented?), only the dealer's side is 
vulnerable on the second and third deals. In a more recent variant, usually considered an 
improvement, sometimes called the Cavendish form (after a famous bridge club where it was first 
used), only the dealer's opponents are vulnerable on the second and third deals. Since there is no 
rubber bonus, if a side makes a game it receives an immediate bonus: 300 for a game made when 
nonvulnerable; 500 for a game made when vulnerable. 

The only other important differences in four-deal bridge are these: 
If a deal is passed out, it is redealt by the same player with the same vulnerability conditions.

If, on the fourth deal, a side makes a part-score contract that does not complete a game, it 
receives a bonus of 100. (There is no bonus for an active part-score that was made prior to 
the fourth deal.) 

Duplicate Bridge 

One of the game's greatest attractions is duplicate bridge, in which two (or more) sets of people are 
given the opportunity to play the same deal. This has the obvious advantages of removing much of 
the luck of the deal and giving players with poor cards as much interest in the proceedings as those 
with strong ones (because you can win if you do better with your cards, weak or strong, than others 
do). It also provides less obvious, but equally enjoyable, opportunities for interesting comparisons 
and effective learning. It is not easy to find places on the earth where one can go and not be able to 
find a regularly scheduled duplicate bridge game. (We think some parts of Antarctica qualify, but we 
would not be much surprised to learn otherwise. Even prisoner-of-war camps have held duplicate 
tournaments.) 

Special methods are used to preserve the arrangement of the cards. Typically, each deal is preserved 
in a mechanical device, called a board, usually made of metal or plastic, that has four pockets for the 
hands. Instead of tossing played cards into the middle of the table, duplicate participants put them 
face down nearby, and keep the trick score by pointing a played card lengthwise towards themselves 
if they won the trick, or towards the oppoents otherwise. 
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In duplicate bridge, each deal is score as a separate unit, with the dealer and vulnerability determined 
in advance (and usually indicated on the board in which the cards are carried). Each of the sixteen 
combinations of a dealer and a vulnerability condition is equally likely to be encountered. A side 
making a game contract gets a bonus of 300 or 500, depending on whether it is nonvulnerable or 
vulnerable (as in four-deal bridge). Since part-scores do not carry over from one deal to the next, a 
side making a part-score contract receives a bonus of 50 points. The only other scoring difference is 
that at duplicate, there are no honor bonuses. 

Capsule Summary: Scoring 
TRICK SCORES are scored below the line; all others above.  
When a GAME is made, a new horizontal line is drawn and each side needs 100 below the line to 
score the next game.  
TRICK SCORES (multiply by 2 if doubled, by 4 if redoubled) 
Strain Notrump Major Suit 

(♠ or ♥)
Minor Suit 
(♦ or ♣)

Odd-trick score 40 (first) 
30 (others) 

30 20

BONUSES 
Rubber bonus If opponents are not vulnerable, 700

If opponents are vulnerable, 500
Unfinished rubber For the only game, 300 

For the only part-score in an unfinished game, 100
Honors in one hand Four honors in the trump suit, 100 

Five honors in the trump suit, 150 
Four aces at notrump, 150

Slams Not vulnerable Vulnerable
Small slam 500 750
Grand slam 1000 1500
For making a doubled (or redoubled) contract, 50 (or 100) 

OVERTRICKS Not Vulnerable Vulnerable
Undoubled Trick value Trick value
Doubled 100 200
Redoubled 200 400
UNDERTRICKS Not Vulnerable Vulnerable
 First Others First Others 
Undoubled 50 50 100 100
Doubled 100 * 200 300
Redoubled 200 ** 400 600
* 200 for the second, 200 for the third, 300 for each subsequent  
** twice the value when doubled Review Quiz 

1. A rubber is described below, deal by deal. Enter the score for each deal on a bridge score sheet. 
When the rubber is completed, determine how many points are won by the victors.  
 a. "They" bid two clubs and take nine tricks.  

Ripon, WI Sectional
January 26 – 28, 2018 
ROYAL RIDGES 
(920)748 – 5500 
1 Westgate Drive 
 (Highway 23/W Fond du Lac St) 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
Friday, Jan 26 1:30 PM  
499er Pairs – Non-Lifemaster 
6:30 PM 499er Pairs – Non-LM 
Saturday, Jan 27 9:00  
499er Pairs – Non-Lifemaster 
1:30 PM  
499er Pairs – Non-Lifemaster 
7:00 PM  
499er Pairs – Non-Lifemaster 
Sunday, Jan 28 9:00AM  
499er NLM Swiss (3 Team Minimum) 
TOURNAMENT CONTACTS 
 Co-Chairperson:  
Lee Prellwitz (920) 748-2536  
lprell@charter.net 
Co-Chairperson:  
Rob Webster (920) 748-4114  
rwebster@webstersunited.com 
Partnership:  
Stephanie Schwingel (715) 228-3674 
 stephs@uniontel.net 
WUMBA (Unit #149) website:  
www.acbl-wumba.org 

Review Quiz 

; **twice the value when doubled 
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Note: We are no longer snail mailing any issues of this newsletter.  
 
Snail mail has become cost prohibitive. The newsletters are available online only at the 
District 13 website. 
 
To access the site and find the newsletters, go to: 

http://acbl-district13.org/ArticlesAndNewsletters.htm 
Newsletters at this address go back to 2001. You can read them, print them, and enjoy them 
from there. 

 b. "We" bid four hearts and take ten tricks.  
 c. "They" bid four diamonds, are doubled, and take five tricks.  
 d. "We" bid three notrump and take eight tricks.  
 e. "We" bid two clubs, are doubled, and take six tricks.  
 f. "They" bid four hearts and take nine tricks.  
 g. "They" bid six hearts and take twelve tricks; declarer announces that she held the ace-king-queen-
jack of hearts in her own hand (but not the heart ten).  
 h. "We" bid two hearts and take twelve tricks; declarer announces that he held the ace-queen-jack of 
hearts and dummy held the king-ten of hearts.  
 i. "We" bid one notrump and take seven tricks. 
2. How would the results of deals a., b., c. and d. be scored in a chukker of four-deal bridge? 
(Assume the Chicago form, and that a player from "We" deals first.) 
3. Assuming the same vulnerability conditions as in question 2., how would the results of deals a., b., 
c. and d. be scored at duplicate bridge? 
Solutions 
1. To save space, only one diagram is shown. The letters in parentheses would not ordinarily appear, 
and are used to identify the deal in question.  
 a. Score 40 points below the fine (20 per trick) and 20 points above the line for the overtrick in the 
"They" column.  
 b. Score 120 points below the line in the "We" column, and draw a line beneath the score to 
indicate a game. The part-score in the "They" column is thereby cancelled, though the 40 points 
remain.  
 c. "They" have been set ("gone down") five tricks, doubled and not vulnerable; "We" score 1100 
points (100 for the first undertrick, 200 for the second and third undertricks, and 300 for each 
subsequent undertrick) above the line.  
 d. For one undertrick, vulnerable, score 100 points above the line in the "They" column.  
 e. "We" must pay out 500 points (for doubled, vulnerable, undertricks, score 200 for the first one 
and 300 points for each subsequent one).  
 f. Score 50 points, above the line in the "We" column for one nonvulnerable undertrick.  
 g. "They" score 180 points below the line (game), 500 points above the line for bidding and making 
a nonvulnerable small slam, and 100 points above the line for honors.  
 h. "We" score 60 points below the line and 120 points above the line. No game or slam has been 
made, since the bid was only two hearts. Declarer's announcement gains nothing (except perhaps 
some blank stares), for honors must be held in one hand to receive the bonus.  
 i. "We" score 40 points below the line and now have game; since it is "our" second game, "We" 
have won the rubber and receive a bonus of 500 points (not 700, as the opponents have made a 
game). 
"We" total 1,990, and "They" score 1,440, so "We" win 550 points. (For purposes of entering the 
results on the back score, results ending in 50 are rounded up, so "We" win a "6 rubber.") 

(continued on page 12) 
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WE THEY 
500 (i) 
120(h) 
50 (f) 
1100(c) 

100 (g) 
500 (g) 
500 (e) 
100 (d) 
20 (a) 

120 (b) 40 (a) 
 180 (g) 
60 (h) 
40 (i) 

 

1990 1440 
2. On deal a. [neither side vulnerable], on which "They" bid two clubs and take nine tricks, "They" 
get 40 below the line and 20 above.  
On deal b. ["They" vulnerable], on which "We" bid four hearts and take ten tricks, we score 420 
(300 for the nonvulnerable game and 120 for tricks), wiping out the opponents' part-score. To save 
effort, most players would write all 420 points below the line. Once the score below the line is more 
than 100, the exact amount does not matter.  
On deal c. ["We" vulnerable], on which "They" bid four diamonds, are doubled, and take five tricks, 
"We" score 1100 for five doubled undertricks.  
On deal d. [both sides vulnerable], on which "We" bid three notrump and take eight tricks, "They" 
score 100 for one undoubled, vulnerable undertrick. 
3.a. "They" score 110 (60 for tricks, 50 for part-score bonus).  
b. "We" score 420 (300 for game, 120 for tricks).  
c. "We" score 1100 (five undertricks).  
d. "They" score 100. 
This article is an adapted excerpt from "Bridge for Beginners" by Alvin Roth and Jeff Rubens from 
1970. 

District 13 Spring Regional April 2 - April 8, 2018 
Grand Geneva Resort and Spa, Lake Geneva, WI On Route 50, 1/2 mile East of Route 12 
Call 262-248-8811/800-558-3417 on or before March 19th to ensure the Bridge Rate! 

Monday, April 2 
2:00, 7:30  Two Session Stratified Open Pairs to benefit the Grass Roots Fund 
Tuesday, April 3 
9:30, 2:00 & 7:30 Player’s Choice Stratiflighted Pairs (0-1500; 1500-3000; 3000+) 
9:30, 2:00 & 7:30 Player’s Choice Gold Rush Pairs (0-100; 100-300; 300-750) 
2:00, 7:30 KO I: Sessions 1 & 2 
Wednesday, April 4 
9:30, 2:00 & 7:30 Player’s Choice Stratiflighted Pairs (0-1500; 1500-3000; 3000+) 
9:30, 2:00 & 7:30 Player’s Choice Gold Rush Pairs (0-100; 100-300; 300-750) 
2:00, 7:30 KO I: Sessions 3 & 4 
Thursday, April 5 
9:30, 2:00, 7:30 Thursday Side Game Series: Sessions 1, 2, 3 (single sessions) 
9:30 & 2:00 Open Swiss Team ((0-1500; 1500-3000; 3000+) 
9:30 & 2:00 Gold Rush Teams (0-100; 100-300; 300-750) 
7:30 Single Session Stratified Swiss Team 
Friday, April 6 
2:00 & 7:30 KO II: Session 1 & 2 
9:30, 2:00 & 7:30 Player’s Choice Stratiflighted Pairs (0-1500; 1500-3000; 3000+) 
9:30, 2:00 & 7:30 Player’s Choice Gold Rush Pairs (0-100; 100-300; 300-750) 
Saturday, April 7 
2:00 & 7:30 KO II: Session 3 & 4 
2:00 & 7:30 Bracketed Swiss Teams 
9:30, 2:00 & 7:30 Player’s Choice Stratiflighted Pairs (0-1500; 1500-3000; 3000+) 
9:30, 2:00 & 7:30 Player’s Choice Gold Rush Pairs (0-100; 100-300; 300-750) 
Sunday, April 8 
10:00 Stratiflighted Swiss Teams (7 rounds) 
Flight A/X/Y 
B/C/D Stratified 
* Player’s Choice: Player specifies which 2 sessions when purchasing entry 

 

Tournament Chairman:  
Suzi Subeck 

847-509-0311 
Email: stansubeck@prodigy.net 

 
Mid-Chart for Top Bracket of the KO’s 
& Sunday Flight A/X/Y Swiss Teams 

Stratified: A: 2000+; B: 750-2000; C: 0-750 
Stratiflighted Teams: 

A:5000+; X: 3000-5000; Y: 0-3000 
B: 750-1500; C: 300-750; D: 0-300 

Open Teams:  
A: 3000+ X: 1500-3000 Y: 0-1500 

Stratiflighted Pairs: 0-1500; 1500-3000; 3000+ 
Gold Rush Pairs: 0-100; 100-300; 300-750 
Masterpoint Averaging When Permitted! 

Fresh Fruit 
Hospitality Suite!!! 

Daily Bulletins 
Students 1/2 with student ID card! 

Kibitzers: Golf, Tennis, Spa 
Free Lunch with Entry on Wed. & Sunday 
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